
Flatiron District History & Coffee Tour 
By NYC Under Grounds (nycundergrounds.com) 

 
 

Scan this QR Code & 

Put in Some Headphones for Your First Audio Stop on the 
Tour!  

 
  



Before you go:   
First off… make sure you have access to our map for the tour.  In addition to 
the one printed above, you can scan a QR code to the left with your phone and 
pull up a Google Map showing all of our tour spots!  
 

Budget about $5 for each coffee stop, around $25. This will buy you a small coffee at each shop 
and some room to tip.  You will be able to share that small coffee so this should be enough of a 
budget for up to four people!  
 
As you go, scan the QR codes below if you’d like to hear the audio version of this tour!  

 

Starting Point (Stop One): The Flatiron Building  

(23rd Street & Broadway) 
 
The oldest inhabitants that we have record of in the Flatiron District are 
the Lenape people. Modern Day Broadway was part of a trail called 
Wickquasgeck Trail, a path used to connect fishing outposts in lower 
Manhattan with more permanent dwellings more inland. The Lenape 
people, were early collaborators of early Dutch settlers. Sadly between 

1620-1700, it is thought that over 90% of the Lenape died from as many as 17 separate 
pandemics.  

The trail that became Broadway one of the few roads not on the Manhattan grid 
established in 1811 continued to be used long after the Lenape path and created the unusual 
triangle plot where the Flatiron stands today. Underneath our feet on Broadway, the footprints 
of many pioneers traveled.  

Solomon Pieters, a slave under the Dutch rule, freed by the last Dutch governor 
Stuyvesant before the British takeover, was granted “30 acres upland” in 1680 for his service to 
the British governor Sir Edmund Andros. An educated and religious man, Solomon Pieters, lived 
on the Bowery and probably used the land for farming and livestock.   

In response to a slave rebellion, the city enacted the Black Code of 1712, barring any 
slave free after 1712 from owning land. Pieters was in strange state of limbo. He owned land, 
but he couldn’t pass it on to his sons. After his death, his wife sold the land to different Dutch 



settlers. Within a generation, the Pieters family was economically sunk. They had made it after 
generations of oppression and then, due to unsurmountable addition oppression, they lost it 
all. Their family line included slaves brought over from the Dutch West Indies Trading Company. 
After two decades of hard labor, Pieters’ grandfather was granted “half-freedom,” a conditional 
freedom which could not be passed on to the descendants of the 
half freed. Each generation prospered was granted various 
arrangements of half-rights, until Solomon Pieters was fully 
educated, land-owning, and fully free—until it was all stolen again.  

For 150 years, this area, “upland” remained farmland. No 
one could imagine the expansion of the city this far northward. Or 
almost no one. John Randel, Jr., from a family of Scotch-Irish 
immigrants, developed the Grid Plan of 1811.  In three years, he 
had surveyed the island and drew a nine-foot-long map. In another 

six years, he measured elevations, 
walked the 11,400 acres in all kinds of 
weather, using instruments of his own 
invention from 14th street to 155th 
street.  
 
New York has always been marked by 
visionaries who are willing to put in the 
boring, daily work to manifest their 
ideas of the future. Randel literally 
marked the city with his vision as a 
surveyor. At each future intersection, 

he drove a white marble marker that was three feet tall into the 
ground-1549 markers in total, sometimes blasting through rock to 
place them. Grid systems had been used before in Philadelphia and 
in European, Central American, and Asia cities, but never on this 
scale. The expansion would continue long after his death as the city 
began to level ground, fill in swamps and create the pattern of 
roads that would dominate all future generations understanding of 
the city. 
 

Stop Two: Devocion Coffee (20th Street Between Broadway & Park 
Avenue) 
 
At our first coffee shop, we will ask the barista for a small coffee in 
several cups. You might tell them you are on a coffee tour and that you 
want to just share a small black drip coffee. Ask if they have any 
information about the coffee. They often have a framed piece of paper 
with details or information on one of the retail bags of coffee.  



Devocion is one of our great shops. They’ve got a great vibe with lots of plants, exposed brick 
and natural lighting.  All their coffee comes from Colombia. Rather than import their coffee by 
ship, they pay for the expedited shipping by plane and roast it locally.  Freshness is an 
important concept in coffee. Once coffee has been roasted, you really only have 3-4 weeks until 
it goes stale.  While much of America treats coffee like a shelf-stable product, true coffee geeks 
know that it is more like produce.  Once coffee is roasted, carbon dioxide is released from 
inside the beans slowly. It is this release that allows the oils in coffee—a key part of their 
flavor—to come out and enhance the flavor profile. Once these oils have evaporated, the flavor 
diminishes tremendously.  Most great coffee shops have “roast dates” on the bag so that you 
know your coffee wasn’t roasted more than a few weeks ago.  Note: these are different than 
“expiration dates” which really shouldn’t be on quality coffee, since expiration dates are really 
less about peak flavor and more about food safety.  
 

Stop Three: Walking to Seventh Avenue, Coffee Project NY: 
 
Turn back the way you came on 20th street and begin walking towards 
Seventh Avenue to the East. You’ll pass Broadway, Fifth Avenue and 6th 
Avenue. Once you reach 7th avenue, take a left. Between 20th and 19th 
street, you’ll find Coffee Project NY.  
As you walk, let’s learn more about the history of the area and the 
visionaries that believed it is future when no one else did. Amos Eno was 
a real estate developer who saw in the pigs grunting and farmland of the 

Flatiron District a future playground of the wealthy. In 1858, he opened the Fifth Avenue Hotel 
on 23rd between Fifth and Broadway (it has since been torn down). At the time, the project was 
called “Eno’s Folly” because no one believed anyone would travel that far north for business or 
pleasure. It is worth noting that the people of that time didn’t even really understand the value 
of a hotel. The hotel is something we made up, an American invention, that the whole world 
takes for granted today. Prior to the first hotels in major New England cities, in the 1820s, 
people camped along the side of roads when traveling long distances or perhaps rented space 
in a shared bed above a tavern. A tavern in this neighborhood called Madison Cottage was one 
such stopover in the area for those heading out of the city. There people could rent space in a 
bed alongside strangers as long as they slept less than five to a bed. The first hotel was in 
Boston and then another one sprang up in the Financial District of New York. But, Eno’s hotel 
was a first of its kind. 
 
The Fifth Avenue hotel was a huge success. With its multiple lobbies and many public rooms for 
different occasions—restaurants, women’s lounges, men’s gambling rooms, it became the 
definition of luxury. At a time before apartments, when you rented a room in a boarding house 
or lived in a family room, the hotel rooms at the Fifth Avenue Hotel became a home for many. 
One merchant, E. N. Bond, held the record for checking in on opening day and not checking out 
for 43 years for $2.50 per day (roughly $89 today)—including meals. The hotel would survive 
the Civil War, becoming the headquarters of the Union cause. It would close in 1865. 
 



Development grew around the blocks adjacent quickly after the hotel opened. The area became 
known for its wealth as the ladies of the Gilded Age (1870-1900) promenaded in Madison 
Square Park and frequented the small shops and restaurants that had sprung up to serve them.  
In the Gilded Age, the hotel was adjacent to the most famous restaurant in America, 
Delmonico’s which moved its location from the Financial District to 26th and Fifth Avenue in 
1899.  
 

Coffee Project NY (7th avenue between 20th street and 19th street) 
Now, that you’ve made it to Coffee Project NY, let’s talk coffee!  
Again, you’ll pay for a small coffee or if you’d like to splurge, a single-
origin pour-over. Again, tell them you are on a coffee tour and ask for 
recommendations. You can always get more info about the coffee by 
reading the info on the bag as you sip.  Just ask the barista if there is a 
retail bag of the same coffee you can read about while you taste!  
 
Now, that you are settled in a little more, let’s talk how to taste 
coffee. The first thing to know that besides the roast flavor of coffee 

beans/seeds toasted—the flavor we call coffee—a lot of coffee tasting is about the smell of 
coffee that hits your nasal cavity as her taste. A chocolate flavor note on a coffee bag, isn’t 
really the taste of chocolate. It is closer the smell of chocolate or an aftertaste of chocolate. Like 
drinking coffee while you are walking past a kitchen where something chocolate is baking.   
In order to, intensify our ability to register these tastes, we slurp the coffee, swish it around our 
mouth, swallow and then breath out through our nose.  This gives the coffee a good chance of 
being registered in the nasal cavity behind the tongue. Also note, the hotter the coffee is, the 
lower your brain puts the flavor signal.  Most coffee cuppings happen at room temp!  
So, what are you tasting?   
There’s one big way to taste coffee that that is by thinking about its sweetness as we just 
mentioned.  Common things you might smell-taste from the coffee experience are the smell of 
something being caramelized.  Perhaps you sense something like roasted nuts or toasting 
bread/grains. That’s mild sweetness. Perhaps you sense something like distant melting 
chocolate.  That’s higher sweetness. Consider all of your coffee sensory data along a spectrum 
like this.   
Coffee Project NY is run by two amazing women—Kaleema and Sun—who roast and run a 
coffee education lab in Long Island City—a neighborhood in Queens just over the East River.  
They run the only Specialty Coffee Association training labs in the area, training baristas and 
coffee graders—who do the kind of tastings that you are experiencing now for a living.  
 

Stop Four: Joe Coffee Pro Shop(21st Street between 7th and 6th avenues) 
Let’s make our way to the next stop. Just one block north.  Head out of Coffee Project NY and 
take a right. Walk up to 21st street and take another right. Halfway up the block on the north 
side is Joe Coffee’s Training Lab.   



 
As you walk, let’s chat about this area in history. While the 
Fifth Avenue hotel was driving development, alongside this 
glitzy expansion, the dark, underbelly of the era also 
flourished—prostitution. One avenue west of the hotel—
where you are walking now--brothels flourished. Unlike our 
modern ideas of prostitution, this activity for women ranged 
from a side gig to supplement their meager incomes as 
garment factory workers to a full-time occupation that 
accompanied an opium habit. In an era that did not allow 
women to walk unchaperoned, a time when little freedoms 
were granted to women, prostitution—according to extensive 

interviews by a doctor at the time—were one of the few ways to advance financially or to 
exercise freedom.  
 
Studying history is an amazing way to think about how so much of what we take for granted 
today as a given, was not always that way and is in fact a creation of our society.  
 
Another mindset shift from our modern day understanding could be found in Madison Square 
park which at the time housed the first Madison Square Garden 
sports arena. The most popular sporting event? Long distance 
walking. Frank Hart, one the first athletes to have a trading card 
designed for him in 1880, set a world record for covering 565 
miles in six days. He was one of the country’s first celebrated 
African American athletes, probably born in Haiti.  
The area was also one of the first to receive streetlights with the 
new Brush Arc Lamp of 1885 which lined the neighborhood by a 
precursor to now-famous Thomas Edison, Charles Francis Brush. 
The lights were so strong that they could be seen fifteen miles 
away. Edison’s softer incandescent bulb would bury Brush into the 
darkness of history.  
 

Joe Coffee Pro Shop (131 West 21st Street) 
Welcome to Joe Coffee’s Pro Shop. Joe 
Coffee is a New York local chain and was 
one of our first third wave—more on this in a minute--coffee shops in 
the city.  In 2003, Joe Rubinstein founded Joe Coffee with a single shop 
in the West Village on Waverly and Gay Street near New York University 
and Stonewall Tavern.  
You know the routine, ask for a small drip coffee. Tell them you are on a 
coffee tour. The barista here will know a lot about the coffee and they 
always have a single origin (meaning it came from a single farm rather 

than a blend) on drip.   



 
Coffee is considered to have three waves (and counting) in America. First, was the coffee of the 
home brew and office coffee break.  Usually stale coffee that was harvested by machine and 
bought in bulk.  Then came Starbucks and everyone learned that coffee could be fancy, but 
maybe required a lot of cream and sugar because of how dark and bitter it could be. And finally, 
the third wave movement. Third wave coffee is marked by a lighter roast, hand-picked specialty 
beans that are carefully grown, harvested, processed, roasted and brewed to obtain optimum 
flavor. A lot of passion and care goes into each and every step.  This is why it is much more 
expensive than your cheaper grocery store coffee (first wave).   
 
Third wave coffee is known for being more lightly roasted. As coffee is roasted it has two 
melting points called cracks because the beans sound like popcorn cracking in the roaster. The 
first crack released a lot of flavor, but the closer you go to the second crack and beyond, the 
more you risk a burnt flavor.  Think of a marshmallow at a campfire, a little toasting brings out 
sweetness, but set that marshmallow on fire and you largely just taste char.  
 
As coffee goes past the first crack it begins to release acid flavor notes that we tend to compare 
to fruit.  Think of all the fruit you’ve eaten along a spectrum of acidity.  Put something like 
lemon or lime at one end and something milder like banana at the other lower acidity line. Now 
think about apples, green apples are more acidic than red, right?    
Now let’s taste the coffee. Don’t forget to slurp, swish, swallow and then exhale through the 
nose. Do this a few times. Ask yourself on the acidity spectrum, do any fruits come to mind?  Is 
this very acidy like lime or is it more mellow like a blueberry?   
Congrats on learning the first two big lessons in coffee cupping: acid and sweetness!  
 

Stop Five: East One Coffee (7th avenue and 23rd Street) 
Take a right out of the Joe Pro Shop and then another right at 
7th avenue. Let’s walk up to 23rd street to East One Coffee. As 
we walk, I’ll chat about a couple of major innovations in the 
neighborhood’s history.  
 
In 1902, The Flatiron Building (where we started) went up. At 
one floor a week, it one of the fastest skyscraper constructions 
in the city’s history up to that point. It was one of the first 
buildings constructed from steel with prefabricated walls which 
allowed the building to climb so quickly, large parts already 
assembled when they arrived. 

 



In 1912, Madison Square Park (the park across the street from the Flatiron Building) was the 
site of the country’s first public Christmas tree lighting ceremony. The idea of a public Christmas 

tree was first proposed by Emilie D. Lee 
Herreshoff as a way to allow all New Yorkers, 
rich and poor, to enjoy the home holiday 
tradition. That year, the Park attracted 25,000 
visitors and became the country’s first public 
Christmas tree lighting, featuring electric 
twinkling lights at a time when electric lighting 
was not yet common throughout the US. Now, 
the Rockefeller Center Christmas tree draws 
tens of thousands of visitors each year, but it 
all started right here in the FlatIron District.  
 
 

East One Coffee (170 W. 23rd) 
Welcome to East One Coffee.  This is one of our newer roasters based in Carroll Gardens, 
Brooklyn.  As a newer roaster, East One is also a bit edgier.  Everything here is single origin and 
is often more acidic than the coffees offered at the last two stops.  As for a small coffee here of 
whatever they have on drip.  They’ll also have a bit of information usually in a display card that 
you can read about the coffee.  
Slurp. Swish. Swallow. Breath out through the nose.  
Consider acidity and sweetness.  
This time we will add to our understanding something called “body” or mouthfeel in coffee.  
Some coffees taste more delicate or tea-like than others. And some coffee feel juicier in the 
mouth or what we call heavy body.  Consider the spectrum of different kinds of cow milk. Skim 
milk is very delicate it is body.  You can drink a lot without noticing.  But, whole milk is heavier 
in the mouth. While body in coffee is not based on something like fat content, this comparison 
can help you identify if a coffee is more delicate or heavy bodied.  
 

Stop Five: Variety Coffee (25th and 7th avenue) 
Next up we’ll consider Variety Coffee.  Just head two more blocks north, to 25th street and 
you’ll find it on the right.  
Along the way, I’ll share a final epic attraction in this neighborhood’s history.   
Madison Square park would also house another strange attraction-- the arm and torch of the 
Statue of Liberty was displayed in the northwest corner of Madison Square Park, from 1876 to 
1882 as part of a fundraising campaign to raise money for the completion of the statue.  
 



Throughout the Gilded Age the neighborhood 
became the playground for the wealthy, lit from 
outside with the first lampposts in the city and lit 
within by the wealth of the pioneering capitalists 
of the nation.  
 
It wasn’t until the first World War that the area 
became known for another innovation, turning 
from a playground to a toy box. While European 
imports provided most the toys to the nation 
prior to WWI, afterwards, with imports halted, 
the toy center of America became the Flatiron 
District. By then the Flatiron building itself had 
been erected and it housed the newly formed Toy 
Manufacturers of the USA.  For the next 100 years, the office spaces in the neighborhood would 
be the showrooms of toy manufacturers.  Distributors and buyers would come from all over 
America to discover the classics like Monopoly and Barbie. The only remnant of this industry is 
the Lego flagship store that still rounds at one of the corners across from the Flatiron Building.  
 

Variety Coffee (261 7th Avenue) 
Variety Coffee started in Williamsburg, Brooklyn in 2008, but 
began roasting their own coffee in 2014 in Bushwick, Brooklyn 
and then East Williamsburg. The operation started as a small 
unassuming neighborhood spot and has since expanded.  The 
whole place has a bit more of a retro vibe from the lighted sign 
out front to the cardboard boxes of beans and geometric 
branding. Gavin Compton, the owner of Variety, does an 
excellent job of maintaining quality from talented roasters to 
baristas.  You won’t find much to eat here, but their cold brew is 
one of my favorites in the city so I suggest you get a cold brew 
and share! 

As this final stop, we’ll talk about aftertaste.  
Slurp. Swish. Swallow. Breath out through the nose.   
Now. You can think about—acidity, sweetness, body. 
And finally, aftertaste. How long does the coffee linger?   If it has length or if additional smell-
flavors develop, you’ve got a great coffee.  
 
This marks the end of our coffee & history tour!  I hope you enjoyed this.  Haven’t had enough?  
Consider an award-winning cookie!  



Bonus Cookie Stop! Seven Grams Café (76 Madison Avenue) 
Head back towards the start of the tour at the FlatIron Building.  Now that you know so much 
history, take in the sights through this new lens. Then cross Madison Square Park (home of the 
first Shake Shack!) and go to Seven Grams Café at Madison Avenue and 28th street. Their Vegan 
tahini chocolate chip cookie is a multiple year award winner for best cookie in NYC!   
 
Check us out: NYCUnderGrounds.com 
IG:nycundergrounds 
FB:nycundergrounds 
 
Sources: 
 
Most historical information is owed to the amazing book,  
A Block in Time: A New York City History at the Corner of Fifth Avenue and Twenty-Third 
Street by Christine Baird (2022) 
 
Music for the audio by Blue Dot Sessions (Apple Spice)by Blue Dot Sessions 
https://app.sessions.blue/browse/track/135355 
 
Illustration source of lightpost: https://edison.rutgers.edu/resources/latimer/exhibition/the-
race-for-electric-light 
 
Photography Source for First Christmas Tree:  
https://madisonsquarepark.org/community/news/2021/04/holiday-tree/ 
 
Photography Source for Statue of Liberty in Madison Square Park:  
https://www.boweryboyshistory.com/2022/02/when-statue-of-liberty-left-her-arm-in.html 
 
 
 


